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University, Lynchburg, Va.

I N T H E IN E W S l More than 80 LU students participate in anti-abortion demonstrations, organized by Students
Angry About Abortion in three different cities on Wednesday,
March 30. Page 2.

CAMPUS CALENDAR:

The Liberty fine

arts department will begin performances of the play "Annie,
Gel Your Gun" on Thursday, April 7. Page 2.

NURSING AWARD: LU junior nursing student
Lori West was awarded the "Spirit of Nursing Award." West
has currently won two awards this semester, the other being
the Helenc Fuld Fellowship which she won in February
Page 2.

SPECIAL REPORT:

The Liberty University

music code has underwent some changes in past years. This
week the Liberty Champion will look at the reasoning
behind those changes. Page 3.

WORLD NEWS: The Mississippi Senate passed
a bill allowing student-initiated prayers. Page 6.

IN OUR OPINION:
The SGA elections are once
again upon us. Therefore, now is
the time for the LU student body
to communicate its views to the
administration by voting for the
most qualified candidate. The
Liberty Champion's message
to the students— get involved!
Page 4

THIS WEEK'S COMMENTARY: wm
.
the outbreak of violence in South Africa, the United States
should rethink its sanctions on the country. Page 5-

PLEASE:

The Liberty

Champion's man on the street asks LU students: What's the
best way to handle frustration? Page 7.

LIFESTYLE:

If you or one of your friends have

ever lost a loved one, then
you need to read this week's
Lifestyle page. It includes
steps for the person who has
lost a loved one and needs
his friends to belter understand the grieving process.
In addition, it summarizes
what friends should and
shouldn't say to those who
have just lost a loved one.
Page 8.

officials, including President
Yeltsin's advisor on education
Champion Reporter
and the former "number two
Liberty University is already
man" in the KGB.
a source of spiritual and educaGuillermin said he will also
tional instruction to more than
meet with pastors who are in11,000 students here in the volved with Christian educaUnited States.
tion in Russia.
The school will now broaden
"We're hoping to explore
its opportunities for outreach
the possibility of establishing
and instruction by a visit to an extension program of LibMoscow by university Presi- erty University in Moscow,"
dent Dr. A. Pierre Guillcrmin.
Guillcrmin explained.
The trip, scheduled for April
He added thai the school
7-13, is "to explore possible
would start off with Bible Inarrangements with the Govern- stitute courses and move into a
ment and Ministry of Educa- college program.
tion to provide an extension
"Courses will lead to the
program of Liberty University
completion of a two-year
in Moscow," Guillermin said.
graduate of theology diThe Liberty president said he ploma," the president said.
is planning to meet with vari- "Upon completion of the
ous education and government program, students may then
TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

"We'll be having witnesses, but they will
not be flooding the system," Dickey said.
Champion Reporter
Dickey added that the session will probaThe last session in the impeachment bly be shorter than the previous sessions
hearing of Jason Williams will be held which debated constitution matters, because
Tuesday, April 5 at 8 p.m. Chief Justice the court will be dealing wilh "more factual
John Dickey said the student court will information."
"be dealing with the veracity of the
"It's not dealing so much with the theocharges," during the Tuesday session in retical," he said.
DeMoss 114.
The court's decision will be announced
"We'll be hearing from witnesses from later in the week, two days after the administration reviews the
each side," Dickey
proceedings.
said. "We're dealing "Two days after the court
with each of the makes the decision it will
"Two days after the
charges."
court makes the decibe announced to the stuThe chief justice
sion it will be ansaidtheevidencepre- dents. I'm looking
forward nounced to the students," Dickey said.
semed in this sesu being finalized."
OJ
"I'm looking forward
sion will mainly be
J o n n Dicke
to it being finalized."
witnesses.
y
Chief Justice of Student Court
In addition Dickey
"Each council
-—^————— said the student court
must have at leastone ——
witness per charge," he explained.
will resume hearing traffic ticket appeals
However, Dickey said the student court the week following the trial.
was determined to avoid needless repeti"As soon as this is over wilh, we will start
tion and lime-wasting wherever possible. hearing traffic appeals, probably two nights
"It's not going to be witnesses saying a week. We have a heavy backlog (of cases),"
the same thing over and over," he said.l
the chief justice concluded.

iihittu Uy TiHld Mel/gar

RALLY FOR THE UNBORN — Liberty students participate in a pro-life demonstration in Roanoke on Wednesday,
March 30. Demonstrations were also held in Charlottesville
and Greensboro, N.C. See story, Page 2.

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
News Editor

If the Rebel
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Christian Defense Coalition President
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SPORTS OPINION: Columnist Bob Sturm offers a potpourri of sports opinion from the LU football team
to the NCAA Final Four Championship. Page 9.
THE FORECAST:
WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY
L - 38

_.

Christian Defense Coalition President Pat Mahoney was
the featured speaker at the first meeting of the semester for
Students Angry About Abortion on Tuesday, March 29.
Mahoney, also a spokesman for Operation Rescue, delivered a message to approximately 80 pro-lifers on the eve of
SAAA's largest organized rally.
"It is time for your generation to rise up and say,
'Enough! The killing must stop.' I believe this university
can be at the point of what's going to happen in the next
few years (regarding the right to life)," Mahoney, who
speaks to universities across the nation, said.
Mahoney also said that he feels the pro-life movement
has an inaccurate focus.
"The problem is that the pro-life movement has focused

4 Him brings musical tour,
friends to Liberty campus
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assll. Copy lidilor

L-40
H-60

pursue an associate of arts
degree or a bachelor of science
degree," he continued.
Guillermin plans to meet
with Mr. Stoliarov, a retired
general and the former number-two man in the KGB—the

run by Konovalchik and the
Union.
Dr. Guillermin said the
agenda for the trip also includes the following:
• Meet with pastors to discuss the University's proposed
plans to offer Liberty Bible
Institute courses in the fall.
• Meet with Mr. Malyshcv,
who is President Yeltsin's advisor on education.
• Meet with representatives
of the Ministry of Education
and the person directly responsible for the registration of private universities in Russia.
• Speak in the church of Dr.
Alcxci Bwiohkov. For several
years he and his associates
were involved in matters dealing with education in the Union
Baptists of Russia.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

SPORTING NEWS:

THURSDAY

Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin
Liberty President

secret police and intelligence
agency in the former Soviet
Union.
Stoliarov runs a university
designed to retrain retired
military officials in other careers, and Liberty may set up
a cooperative arrangement
through the Liberty University
School
of Life
Long
Learning's MBA program.
"We'll try to integrate the
Christian faith in all of our
courses and programs," Guillcrmin said.
A cooperative program may
also be set up in seminary
courses through Mr. Konovalchik, the president of the Union
Evangelical Christian-Baptists, Guillcrmin said.
The president will be addressing students at a seminary

Williams hearing
reaches final round

Yell is the last roller coaster you can remember riding at
Kings Dominion, then you need to visit "Wayne's World,"
the park's latest attraction featuring the Hurler. Page 8.

TUESDAY
L-40
.H-78

Vol. 11, No. 20 Lynchburg, Va,

Mahoney speaks to pro-lifers

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT:

The LU football team has
started spring drills and Head
Coach Sam Rutigliano is getting a good look at Penn State
transfer running back J.T.
Morris. Also, several other
new faces will join the team as
the Flames prepare for another
shot at a playoff berth. Page 9.
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LU president travels to Russia
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4 HIM, a Christian contemporary group which formed in
1991, will perform at Liberty
University in the Multi-Purpose Center Friday, April 8,
at 7:30 p.m.
In addition, Bruce Carroll
and I'ain Thum will join the
group on stage.
4 HIM became a group as a
result of performing wilh
Truth, a musical group thai has
performed several times at LU.
Mark Harris, Andy Chrisman, Marly Magehec and Kirk
Sullivan, who sang together
wilhin Truth, were known simply as "The Four Guys."
From there they formed ilicu
own group and have had sev
cral number one hits.
In 1990, alter releasing its

self-titled album, the group received five Dove Award nominations, including Best Group
and Contemporary Album of
the Year.
Also, the group has attained
the second best-selling debut in
Christian music history.
In 1991, 4 HIM received a
Song of ihe Year nomination
from the Gospel Music Association for the group's number
one hit "Where There Is Faith."
Other 4 HIM hits include:
"Why," "He Never Changes,"
"The Basics of Life" and "A
Man You Would Write
About."
"We have a definite vision of
what we're called to do. Our
desire is to reach people and
evangelize," Harris said.
The group has released three
albums since 1990: 4 HIM,

Face the Nation and The Basics
of Life.
"Sometimes a new artist
rockets onto the music scene
only to plunge out of the spotlight just as quickly. Not so
wilh Christian music's masters
of harmony, 4 HIM. Wilh the
release of The Basics of Life,
the lour (guys) say they're here
lo stay for a while," Christian
Retailing said.
"Wilh the release of their
third album, The Basics of
Life, 4 HIM has crossed the
establishment bridge of its career and is raiting through water of creativity and excursion," Cashbox Magazine said.
"We'd be thrilled to sell a
million albums, bul Ihe ques
lion to ask is 'Why would we
See Concert, Page 3

on what abortion does to the child and not what it does to
God's heart," Mahoney said. "Abortion rips and tears the
image and heart of God."
Mahoney also claimed that the biggest reason abortions are widely performed on a day-to-day basis is because of lack of action of Christians.
"When you go by an abortion clinic, there should be a
sign that says, "Open by special permission of the
Church.' We are responsible, the Church, not our
politicians. For (the Church), it's so easy to blame
someone else."
Mahoney concluded by saying that if only a small
percentage of Christians would take action, abortion
would come to an end.
"If even one percent of the Church would get involved,
abortion would be over in America," Mahoney said.

LU Student Survey
How important is the university yearbook?

ow

155 SUidento Surveyed
5% Graduate
27% Senior
22% Junior
22% Sophomore
26% Freshmen

Should the university
have a yearbook?

Yes - 96%
No - 4%
graphic by Todd Hlrahiuui

Tuesday, April 5, 1994

Page 2, Liberty Champion
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Students organize pro-life rallies
By SHANNON D.HARRINGTON
News Editor

pbotft by Jjworv ChrlslAfl

VOLLEYBALL MADNESS — Brandon Aaronson blocks a spike by Jeff
Leory during Volleyball Madness, an overnight competition held Friday
night/Sdturday morning, April 1-2, in the Multi-Purpose Building.

LU nurse wins award

Approximately 85 LU studcnLs participated
in pro-lite demonstrations in three cities,
Wednesday, March 30. The demonstrations,
organized by the LU-bascd StudcnLs Angry
About Abortion (SAAA), took place alabortion clinics in Roanoke and Charlottesville
and at the houses of doctors who perform
abortions in Greensboro, N.C.
Clark Bridge, president and co-founder of
SAAA, said the demonstrations at the recent
rally were more for prayerful picketing rather
than a forceful or vocal form of picketing such
as a "rescue."
"We were trying to make an impact in their
hearts," Bridge said. "We wanted to expose
and lo shed light on whal goes on here."
LU student Todd Met/gar. who participated in Roanoke, said the demonstration was
different from a picket organized by SAAA
last year in Richmond.
"Last year in Richmond, it was very vocal.
This was just the opposite. Wc were very
prayer-oriented and only did chants once or
twice," Met/gar said.
Although Bridge feels there was a definite
impact made, he said that there could be no
true measure of it.
"You can't really estimate the power of

photn by Todd Mel/gci

STOP ABORTION — LU students march in a pro-life demonstration in front
of a Roanoke abortion clinic.
Bridgcalsospokcol goals lo expand SAAA
prayer." Bridge said.
In the future, Bridge said SAAA will at- lo other colleges and universities—first within
tempt lo organize one more anti-abortion rally the Lynchburg area and, eventually, to other
this semester, with the possibilities of more schools in the state.
"It is so important that wc get involved as
demonstrations in the fall as the organization
college students. That is how all major movebecomes an official LU club.
"Next year, wc want to strive to have regu- ments got started," Bridge said. "I think
lar (weekly) pickets. Wc would like lo get (Wednesday's demonstrations) were just a
1,000 students committed to go once a month positive step forward."
to a clinic," Bridge said.

(Egmptts (Eakttfrar

By IVETTE HASSAN

Student Nursing Association will be
presenting her award in a convention
in Philadelphia, April 20-23.
Lori West, a junior nursing stu"With this award, it (the associadent, recently won "The Spirit of
tion) is paying my way to the convenNursing Award." This award is her
tion," West said.
second of the semester after she won
West gives honor to God for all of
the HeleneFuld Fellowship in Februher accomplishments, including her
ary 1994.
3.82 grade point average.
"She is a person with a Christian
testimony way above reproach," Dr.
"I
could
Linda Miller, chairman of the departhave never
ment of nursing, said.
gotten this
award on my
According to Miller, one student
own. God's
from each state is selected to win a
mercy • and
"small" spirit of nursing award. Then,
grace
has
out of the 50 states, one student is
brought me
selected for the entire nation to win
this far," West
the "big" award.
"Wc found the application three or
Lori West
said.
fourdaysbeforeitwasdue,so(Miller)
Currently, West works in the Virand I rushed and filled it out," West ginia Baptist Hospital as a phlebotoadded.
mist (one takes blood samples and
The Arizona native describes her- tests) and as a fill in for those who arc
self as a faithful, caring workaholic absent from work.
who likes serving others.
"It is a real honor," Wcsl said.
"I love working with people... servMiller added thai by West winning
ing them; 1 am aperfcctionisljust like this award, Liberty also obtains namy dad. I would also say I am really tional recognition.
detail oriented and that I get involved
She concluded by saying that LU
in everything," West continued.
also receives an award — a plaque
West explained thai the National for the nursing department office.

• Convocation speakers for this
week include:
— Wednesday, April 6 - Dr. Jim
Rcimer
— Friday, April 8- Dr. Falwell
(College-For-A-Weekend)
— Monday, April 11- Dr. H.B.
London Jr.

Champion Reporter

•Student life activities
— Late Night activites for Friday, April 8,11:30p.m. -1:30a.m:
- skating
- bowling
- Putt Putt Golf and Games
- Show Biz Pizza
- David's Place
— 4 HIM will be in concert on
Friday, April 8, at 7:30 p.m. Also
appearing arc Bruce Carroll and
Pam Thum. For ticket information,
call 1-800-783-8839.
—"Snow White" will be shown
in the Multi-Purpose Center at

David's Place on Friday, Apri 18, at
9 p.m. and 12 a.m. Also, the film
will be shown on the mansion lawn
on Saturday, April 9, at 9 p.m.
— A Sand Volleyball TournamentandBigBallToumameniwill
be held at David's Place on Saturday, April 9, for an all-day event.
— A Table Tennis Tournament
at David's Placcon Saturday, April
9, from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
• Annual Assessment Day will
be on Wednesday, April 13 at 7:45
a.m. Classes will be cancelled from
8 a.m. to 10 a.m. Call the Office of
Planning,Research and Assessment
atcxt. 2877 for information.
• Annie, (Jet Your Gun will be
performed by the Liberty Department of Fine Arts. Performance
dates are April 7,8,9 & 14,15, 16.
Call 582-2085 for tickets.

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN

PLAY
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Free at

3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804) 237-1337

We Not Only Give You
the Money for College
We Also Give the Time

River Ridge Mall
J

COMING TO LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
VINES CENTER...

With Special Guests
Bruce Carroll and Pam Thum
Friday • April 8 • 7:30 pm
Tickets: $10.00 Student Rate

DC TALK

With Special Guest
Audio Adrenaline
Thursday 'April 21* 7:30 pm
Tickets: $12.50 Student Rate

If you think the best way to pay lor college is to put it off for a few years
and join the military, you're half right.
Because, with our unbeatable package of education benefits, you can join

?—R£ Virginia Army
VS3B& National dnard

** Tickets are available through the Student Life Off'fice
located in David's Place.

v

237-3111

HfWH

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

4 HIM

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

s

($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 5-14-94 Sun. - Thurs. only

tend the rally.
After each rally the CYM sends out
Champion Reporter
letters asking for responses from the
The third annual YouthQuest Kings
youth.
Dominion Rally will be held Satur"Churches always have good things
day, April 9, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The to say about the rally. The main purcost for the event is S19 for LU stupose in the rally is for salvation,"
dents.
Smyth said.
According to graduate student Jeff
Last year, while the Center for
Smyth, planner of the rally, oncof the
Youth Ministry took 150 LU students,
main purposes of the
1,300 junior high
event is to encourThe main purpose of and senior high
age Christian youth
school students
the rally is for
to invite their lost
also attended the
salvation."
friends. The rally will
rally.
also be used for re- Jeff Smyth
As a resuk oj
cruiting purposes as Kings Dominion Rally Coordinator the students' minwell, Smyth added.
""istry, 74 profesAccording to Smyth, the Center of
sions of faith were made at the rally.
According to Smyth, this year's
Youth Ministry (C Y M) wants to take
goal is lo have 2,500 young people,
Liberty University students to Kings
as well as 60 churches, from MaryDominion so they can counsel with
land, North Carolina and Virginia
those who come forward after the intake place in the Kings Dominion
vitation call and to interact and wityouth rally.
ness with the unsaved youth who alBy MAINA MWAURA

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

MINDBOGGLE'1
^

Liberty to hold rally
at Kings Dominion

I

the Virginia National Guard now and start
getting thousands of dollars for college and
vo-tec training.
And, best of all, you usually serve just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year after initial training. This means that you can
go to school full time - right now - and pay
for it at the same time!
So, the question you have to ask yourself
is not, "Can I afford college?", but, "Can 1
afford to wait?".
Call us for more information about the
great pay and benefits for part time wervice
in a local unit of the Virginia National Guard.

In Lynchburg 582-5134/5135

Tuesday, April 5, 1994
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Code's purpose: To cover wide range of Christian music
By AMY MORRIS
World News Editor
Is Liberty's current music code a
barrier to freedom of choice, or docs
it provide protection from elements
that might hinder Christian growth.'
According to Bruce Traegcr, associate vice president of student dcvclopement, the music code was adapted
when LU came into existence.
However, the code has undergone
some changes during the past couple
of years, first allowing the student
body to listen to whatever music it
chooses, then tightening the reins this
year by permitting only Christian or
instrumental classical music.
"Last year's change was a clarification of the existing music code where
before there was a lot of confusion.
"There was never any intent to allow

any type of secular music as long as it
• Some secular songs arc just as
did not have vulgar lyrics, etc," moral as some Christian songs.
Traegcr said.
• The rule is not really enforced —
Although this no-secular music a person can easily gel away with
policy was not a popular one, it was listening to secular music as long as
consistent and
the R As do not
concentrated on a "At a Christian university
sec the tape
more Christ-honand CD cases.
oring approach, you're trying to create an
Oilier stuaccording
to
dents feci that
atmosphere conducive to
Traegcr.
they're old
Christian growth."
"There is such
enough
to
a wide spectrum
—Bruce Traegcr make their
o!
Christian
Associate VP of Student Development own decisions
music now; there
of what muskshould be enough
is appropriate.
tosuilanyonc's tastes," Traegcr added.
"My parents arc against secular
But to some disgruntled Liberty music, but they realize that college is
students, this spectrum isn't wide the place where I start making my
enough. In their opinion, the exis- own decisions and live with the contence of the music code is unnecessary sequences of those decisions," one
on the basis of two things:
student said.

"At a Christian university you're
trying to create an atmosphere conducive to Christian growth.
"There arc secular schoolsthat don't
care what kind of music you listen to
or what type of concerts you attend.
They just say 'Whatever you do, do
it safely.' The Christian message is
more than that. It's 'What kind of
witness can I be to those around mc?"
Traegcr said.
Some students support this message - for example, those who have
escaped from a hurting past.
One student described her aversion
to secular music this way:
"It'sa stumbling block forme when
I hear secular music because it brings
back the sinful thoughts that accompanied my lifestyle. The way I used to
livccomcsbacklohauntmc...itbrings
back thoughts that don't need to be

there," the student said.
Traegcr illustrated this principle by
quoting the Apostle Paul, who said,
"I'm not going to cat meat if it's going
to cause mc to stumble."
"Even though he had the freedom
to do so, he wouldn't do it because he
was concerned lor that individual,"
Traegcr said.
At this point, no changes arc scheduled for the music code. The administration is constantly kx>king at the
student code for changes that won't
alter what Liberty is as a Christian
university, Traegcr added.
Nonetheless, Traegcr remains realistic about the popularity of the music
code with the student body.
"There is such a wide variety in
tastes, opinions and styles that at no
lime can we please anyone. Thai's
humanly impossible," he concluded.

Bruce Traeger
Associate VP of Student
Development

LU chess club loses to Lynchburg
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

Liberty University's Chess Club
battled the Lynchburg Chess Club in
an "inaugural" chess tournament
Tuesday, March 29, but was defeated
in the scrimmage, 6 1/2-1 1/2.
"(It was) like a soccer game before
the season," Charles Duncan, captain
of the chess club, said. "We're building relations with Lynchburg."

According to Duncan, the team is
planning to become an official United
States Chess Federation sanctioned
club.
"This means we would be able to
play against Harvard and other ranked
schools," Duncan said.
Four games were played as part of
the tournament; Liberty competitors
won one game and played another
one to a draw.
"It'salearning (experience). Chess

develops your mind," Duncan said.
Duncan said the club promotes
chess as an academic sport.
"One of the biggest things is
that you can learn by playing,"
Duncan said. "Schools that have
chess arc noted as having better
education."
The club meets 7 p.m. Saturdays at David's Place, but Duncan
said they arc planning on moving
this lime to 6:30 p.m., Mondays.

Around the town...

• '•." ' v?
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POINTING THE WAY—Ron Wilson, executive director of the Evangelical Press Association,
speaks to journalism students during a majors' meeting on Tuesday, March 29. Wilson, who
spoke to classes throughout the day, addressed obtaining a job in Christian journalism.

Concert
Continued from Page 1
be thrilled? Because we're getting
the message out far and wide or because we're making a lot of
money?'" Harris said.
Also, 4 HIM was nominated for
Group of the Year from the Gospel
Music Association.
"4 HIM has established themselves as perhaps the hottest new
vocal ensemble in Christian music
and heirs to the legacy handed down

by groups such as the Imperials."
CCM Magazine said.
"These four gents have Uillied the
type of success in less than three
years... that it takes many artist an
entire career to achieve," CCM
Magazine added.
"We've got to keep our priorities
straight and just turn it over to
God and whatever He has in store. I
believe that He's not going to give
us more than we can handle,"

Tire
Rotation
& Balance
s

24

Hours:
M-F 8-6
Sat. 8-4

* Sialic vans, pickups, nam vera: and hard to tunc
engines add'). Call your center for pricing & details.

Includes:

Expires
4/19/94
Bring this Coupon

• Complete engine analysis
• Checking fuel & emission systems
• Measure exhaust emissions
• Install new spark plugs
• Inspect filters, bells & hoses
• Check & set timing, carburetor & idle speed
12,M0 mi. 12 mo. guarantee (whichever comes first)
Standard ignition & add'l parts extra

on selected items from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Larger items will be "live auctioned" from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents per person.
Proceeds benefit the school.
Items for the auction were donated
by local business. Picnic and snack
foods will be available.
Community Market
Lynchburg's Community Market
is open once again.
The market is open the first
Friday of every month at ihe
intersection of Main Street and 12th
Street in downtown Lynchburg,
ncxi to the information center.
The market features fresh foods,
desserts and musical entertainment.
Admission is free.

WE DO BRAKES
WE DO BRAKES!!!

Oil Change Lube & Filter

with Purchase of an Engine Tune-Up
FROM: $ / ^ y | 9 o *
6cyl. $34.90*
8cyl. $39.90*

Harris suited.
4 HIM, Bruce Carroll and Pam
Thum will appear in concert at LU
through Tillcy and Associates. Tickets can be purchased through TicketMaster. Group tickets cost $10 and
advance tickets arc SI2.
Tickets purchased at the door
will be $14 and Artist Circle seats
arc $18.
LU students can purchase tickets
for $8 through the student life office.

• The Liberty University FellowBride in Concert
The Christian heavy metal group ship Gospel Choir
• The Sounds of Liberty
"Bride" is appearing at the E.C. Glass
• The Crossroad Baptist Church
Gymnasium at 8 p.m., Saturday,
Gospel Choir
April 16.
• Unity
Also appearing with Bride is
• The Lynchburg Mass Choir
"Kcrygma Child"—formerly known
The concert will be held at Chestas "The Vision."
Tickets for the concert arc $10 nut Hill Baptist Church, 501 Fort Ave.
each, and additional information Lynchburg.
Additional information can be obcan be obtained by calling (804)
528-5445.
tained by contacting Stefan Bailey
at (804) 582-3744.
Liberty Community
Lynchburg Christian Academy
Gospel Concert
Benefit Auction
Various Liberty singing groups will
be hosting a worship celebration on
Lynchburg Christian Academy will
Sunday, April 16,
be holding a benefit auction from 10
The concert, which starts at 6 p.m., a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, April 9.
will feature the voices of:
The auction will feature silent bids

PROM

$

54

4 Tire Balance & Rotation

90*
per axle
$19.90

w/ Ircc brake inspection 'most cant. Aluminum & custom wheels $7.95 ea.

Transmission Service
Oil Change Lube & Filter

Lynchburg
3012 Wards Road

$ 24.90 *
$ 15.90 *

239-0902

(2 Blocks S. of River Ridge Mall)

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UP TO $500
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.

Dr. Todd Mac Dowall D.C.
CHIROPRACTOR
Liberty University Alumnus

HELP MAKE OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.

¥ K

582-7611

New campus location
at health services

2811 Linkhorne Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24503

582-2514

384 - 8285
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'Editorial
...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17

Got a winning idea?
Elections need more
student participation
The annual SGA elections are upon us. A perennial sign of spring, the
elections have proved in recent years to be exciting. As is always the
case when discussing student government, the message from the Liberty Champion to the student body is, "Get Involved!"
Students complain and murmur constantly about things they would
like to see different around campus. Through the active arm of the
student government, students can see their ideas take the form of bills,
work their way through senate, and often times, with a little persistence,
take the form of a new regulation by being passed through administration.
Elections will prove to be hotly contested this year, as the deathgrip
hold on SGA by officers in the past was all but abolished in last year's
elections. Look to see a diverse and interesting selection of contenders,
as DeMoss will be transformed with banners and signs, all coaxing
students to vote for a particular candidate. To add to the hoopla, the
Liberty Champion will be hosting a debate among all those running,
in order to offer candidates a chance to better voice their platforms and
ideas. The debate should prove to be more informative than divisive,
but interesting nevertheless.
Get involved in a campaign, pass out some buttons and brochures—
but' remember—it is not always the candidate with the flashiest brochures and slogans, but often the one with charisma, with a true desire
to serve the students—who ultimately wins.

Whitewater unfolds: Hillary Clinton
grilled over risky cattle futures
Turmoil surrounding the Clintons has now widened into even the first
lady's financial affairs. The business of cattle futures, where an "all or
nothing" chance is what you take when venturing into its high risk
markets, is now the subject of many cover stories across the nation's
newspaper pages.
Apparently, the first lady made incredible gains— almost unheard of,
especially for a novice— that have raised the eyebrows of not too few
investors who think her money matters deserve a closer look.
According to commodities adviser Morris Markovitz, the first lady's
winning records just released "give no idea where the money came from
or where it went." The investor told USA Today , " I don't see how it
could be done. Either the broker overlooked the requirements and
trusted completely in her ability to come up with the money or it was a
scam and winning trades were put in her account."
White House counselor David Gergen was quick to point out that
"Money has not been a central motive on in the Clinton's lives." But for
playing such an allegedly small role, it sure has fouled things up for the
time being, hasn't it?

Read My Lips..,
John Whitehead, Rutherford Institute founder, commented that penalties against abortion protestors were not used "against Vietnam protestors or against the African-American Civil Rights protestors. 1 find
it amazing that such punitive measures would be used against peaceful
demonstrators now."
His statement came after the Rutherford Institute filed a Supreme
Court petition on behalf of 30 Oregon pro-life demonstrators who were
chargedwith fines of up to $5(K),(KK) each as a result of their peaceful
protest.
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Champion encourages members of
the community to submit letters to the editor
on any subject.
Letters should noi exceed 400 words. The
Champion requests that all letters be lypcd
and signed. Letters appearing in the Forum
do not represent the views oi The Cham
pion's editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all ariicles.except the editorial, bear

ihe endorsement of the author, soles

All material submitted becomes the properly of The Champion. The (T'utmpion reserves the right to accept, reject or edit any
letter received, according to The Champion
slylebook.
The deadline lor letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
ThrChmnpion is distributed every Tuesday while school
Champion"
and drop them off in DH 113 or
is in session Hie opinions expiessed in this publication
do not necessarily represent the views of Liberty Uni- mail to The Champion, Liberty Universliy,
versity.
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001.
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Nation suffers from poor character
What happened to
good character? Is
a firm handshake and
a confident look in the
eye simply lost icons
of a forgotten era?
Thanks to pop psychology, a new phenomenon
that
brought .with it, BRENT M.
among other things,
the insanity plea, a TRIMBLE
person's actions no
longer determine his judgement. Now, instead of judging someone accordingly for
something he has done, we look "deeper" into
the person's life and determine the stimuli,
positive or negative, that made up his "character."
From heinous crimes to sports (and, as of
late, the two have been mixed, on occasion),
we seem too much of a civilized and advanced society to impose any kind of punishment on a person, because, after al I, it's what's
inside that counts.
Take the Mcnendcz trial—a barbaric crime
by any definition. But the wave of emotion
that turned the jurors in the defendant's favor
came as a result of a phsychiairic evaluation,
painting the picture of the belcagurcd brothers as abused. This abuse marred their otherwise good character, forcing them to commit
these acts (shooting their parents al pointblank range).
The world of sports, normally a gtxnl diversion from the ills of the rest of society, is also
susceptible to this phenomenon. The Harding and Kerrigan affair is a prime example.

The character of the accused was exam- complishments."
The press seems to be abaiting this. Alined in greater detail than anyone really cared
to know. Miss Harding's background was though coverage of the Whitewater affair has
drawn into focus as the primary determinant been extensive, it seems that it may be just too
for her actions. In the aftermath of the entire little too laic.
Save for a few courageous reports, the
fiasco, scarcely was there a mention of the
actual crime — as if smacking someone in the coverage is always accompanied by an equal
knee with a lead pipe is an everyday occur- amount of positive reporting, and by the
popularity polls which never paint the presirence.
Instead, all the emphasis was shifted to the dent in a bad light. A March 23, USA Today
"rough" upbringing of the poor lass. Her sub-headline reads: " No predecessor faced
"gritty" character was examined almost to the scrutiny like Whitewater."
point of praise, and the condition of her
Is thai not counting Watergate and Iran/
"thug's" victim was reduced to a sidebar.
Contra—both of which resulted in several
Not that character is a bad thing — but too criminal indictments and convictions for some
often, it seems — those who arc given the of the participants?
most attention arc those who would be very
The headline might have read better, "Our
objectionable.
poor president, media darling thai he is, is
Dubious character takes a back seat to ac- going through a tough time right now. But we
tions though, whenever it is convenient. The really shouldn't dwell so much on his characpresident is a perfect example. The catch
ter as much as what a great job he is doing."
phrase of the current adm inistration is, "I wish
Please. Jog your memory back totheprcsifolks Would just let us gel on with the business v dential debates when Bush went for Clinton's
of running the country" in response to assaults " ach i I les—the character question. Bush came
on his character.
from another era—old money, Yale and valGeorge Stephanopoulos cannot say enough
ues, which seriously grated against the poiabout what a great job the president is doing— smoking, draft-dodging, wifc-chealing ethias if the upswing in the economy can be cal vacuum of Bill Clinton. Bui in every
attributed to ihe president. But the camou- confrontation where Bush had the opportuflaging thai look place during the race -a
nity to attack, a media! person wouldcountcr
smokescreen skillfully orchestrated to steer
wiih charges of ncgativecampaigning. Bleedpublic scrutiny away from iheClinton characing hearl liberals would plead wiih the canditer Haws and toward his:slimulouspackages
dates lo slop squabbling and get on with the
is reoring ils head again in the form of Ihe
real issues.
While House spin staff.
But overlooked, misused and warped was
Now, the major thrust of the president's the real issue at stake: the character question.
public relations campaign is still to steer focus Sadly, the nation must suffer through ihe
away from his character and toward his "ac- answer.

Politics: Parties evolve through time
For a moment, I would like lo lake you back
in.time. It is 1938, the second World War is
starting to roar on distant shores as Hitler and
the Nazis are slowly taking the European
Continent piece by piece. And while the
English begin to worry about the safety of
their country, Americans are on a faraway
shore, enjoying life after the nation's greatest
depression.
Jobs arc opening up again; the middle man
is threatening to break through the social
barriers that have removed him from his upperclass counter parts. It is a time of wealth
and prosperity — in the midsl of war and
havoc on the other side of the globe.
The Democratic Party is finally taking a
suind for the "middle-class" American and
has begun to offer entitlements to lowerclass, poverty level Americans still recopcralirig from the Great Depression. Their fearless leader Franklin D. Roosevelt has won yet
another four years in office and is fighting
desperately to keep America out of ihe war as
long as possible.
The Republican Party, on the olher hand, is
still shunning the growing population of
middle Americans, trying desperately to hold
onto ihe prestigious upper-class status and
discovering the vast amounts of money thai
can be made
through capitalistic ventures
with a world of nations at war with one another.
This was ihe back drop lor only ihe beginning of an era that would affeel the course of
our nation lor the rest of ihe century. Man>
things happened during this lime - both
politically and socially
but most signilicani was the breakdown in the armor of
America's elite society of upper classes.
Previous to World War II, middle-class
Americansmerely worked for die upper class.
And while the boss was playing a round of 18
out on some green, the middle- class man was
working nine lo five
lo bring home die
bacon. Yd, somewhere, somehow things

began lo change.
Maybe it was the slow infiltration of the
civil rights movement. . . maybe it was just
destiny — but somewhere in the middle of al I
this, ihe average American realized that he
was only as "average" as he allowed himself
to be.
Today, we still have those class breakdowns — only they are a little bit finer now.
Society calls for a lower middle class, a
middle class, an upper middle class, a lower
upper class. .. eel.
And today, young adults from all these
class "titles" — and more — attend the very
same colleges and universities. No longer arc
"average" Americans forced to boycott a
higher level of education. In fact, they make
up a large majority of the students enrolled in
colleges across America.
For them, die American Dream is still alive
and well. Through them, their parents and
grandparents live the lives of which they
have only dreamed.
And jusi like limes change, so do political
parlies. For just like this dramatic change in
social structure, the Republican Party has
learned to change its views toward "middle
America.-' Through conservative, traditional
values, the Republicans have grown — and

dominated

the better pan of a decade in

American history, namely ihe 1980s.
Through great men like Ronald Reagan
and George Bush, average Americans everywhere were opening businesses and living
the infamous American Dream. And while
the Republicans were calei ing lo the middleclass dreamers, their counterparts were developing a lew traits of their own.
ll was during diis lime that the Democrats
gained power in the House and Senate. Under
the rationale til having conservatives in the
White House, the traditionally liberal party
began catering to the scattered pessimists
who bought into the lie dial the American
Dream was dead.

So instead of promoting the middle
man — like they did
in the 1930s and
1940s — the Democrats began catering
to the whining siblings across our
fruited plains.
"Oh, those big
PAMELA E.
mean Republicans
WALCK
say you need to work
to earn a living?
Thosc naughty people. .here's some government entitlements," diey said.
"What? Tell a young mother 10 act rcspecuibly and not promiscuously? How can I
force MY morals on someone else. . .lei Big
Brother help you out with an entitlement,"
they added.
Thus, instead of remaining the political
party of the average American, the Democrats have turned into the parly of government
entitlements. . .under the guise of "helping"
the downtrodden and average.
This is not lo say that the Republican Party
is always right; it surely has problems of ils
own. Disscntion and the regular political back
slabbing lo name a few.
But in light of the various programs promoted and endorsed by ihe curreni administration, il really makes one wonder what
happened to dial party of the 1940s. Today. it
seems as if the only people who count are the

ones politically correct or delving into their
share of Uncle Sam's generosity.
Whalour leaders are forgetting is thai what
made America so great was lhal il opened die
door for everyone through opportunities
unequalled anywhere else on die globe. And
die lliousandsol immigrants who have flocked
to our shores, were honest, hard-working
people with dreams.. dreams of living a belter
life lhan the parents who lived before them.
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Author examines benefits of traditional church service
By BARTON SWAIM
Champion Reporter

ll cannot be denied. There arc evangelicals
and then there arc evangelicals; the differences between the two are not so much doctrinal as practical.
We refer to the different practices—or
"styles"—as, on the one hand, "traditional,"
and on the other, "contemporary." While we
express preferences for one or the other, we do
soquictly and only to thoseof like mind. They
arc, after all,only preferences; one isn'tbetter
than the other: They're only different "styles
of worship."
Well, no, not really.
One should never think or do things out of
preference only: One should, rather, do and
think things because one believes them to be
right or closer to right than the alternative.
I thus take position on the matter:
Regarding a Sabbath Day church service,
the more correct mode of worship, in light of
not only Scripture, but rationality, is—must
be—the traditional service.
But we must first define our terms, looking
at architecture, music and liturgy.
The more contemporary style of worship.
The sanctuary has a modern look, i .e., more
contemporary architecture, appearing more

like a new public school building than what
one would normally think of as a church. The
music isconicmporary, i.e.,beyond the hymns,
newer songs arc performed by singers to the
congregation. And finally, the liturgy itself is
loose, i.e., informal.
The more traditional style of worship.
The sanctuary appears old, or, if it is not, it
is built in roughly the same form as older
ones. The music is, well, traditional: hymns
(sung by the congregation) and choir music
sung to the work of, e.g., J.S. Bach. The
liturgy, of course, is formal —meaning, e.g.,
that the pastors usually wear robes and don't
tell jokes.
First, architecture. Most American churches
built today arc constructed in the contemporary style, in a sortof rebellion against thcold,
boring, traditional-looking church building.
Preference only? No. A mistake as well.
The architects of those old, boring, traditional-looking churches had a purpose: They
wanted the churchgoer, upon entering the
sanctuary, to know immediately that he had
walked into the sacred. Although the Reformation scrapped much of the decor (icons,
pictures of Christ, etc.), old Protestant
churches retained the shapes and forms of
their buildings, so that one still felt the presence of sacredness when entering the sanctu-

ary.

Christians today seem reluctant to spend
money on a sanctuary: Well, it is just a building, right. Ah, but Solomon's temple was just
a building, loo. God gave rather particular
(and expensive) instructions to the builders of
that little undertaking. Might we assume that
there were reasons for such elaborate architecture?
One must admit that the traditionally built
sanctuary conveys a certain aura of divine
presence. If Solomon, underGod's direction,
constructed his for the same reason, might we
consider giving it thought?
Next, the music. Thcchurchcs in the modern
disposition play, in addition to the hymns
shared by most churches, contemporary songs.
"Play" is the key word. Many of the songs,
modem themselves, arc performed to the
congregation.
Preference only? Again, a mistake.
a) Songs should be sung only to God, and b)
One should, to be wise and safe, stick with
songs of proven, true beauty. The songs of
Scripture, in fact, arc sung, invariably, not to
people, but only to God. Even if singing to
each other proved less than offensive to God,
should we not leave it out, given the potential
of entertaining and glorifying one another
rather than praising Him?

And what of traditional vs. contemporary
music? Is it not just preference? One thinker
puts it like this: Go in ll room and listen to
whatever the number-one song of last year
was (Christian or secular)- lor eight hours.
The following day go into the same room for
the same amount of time—only this time
listen to Bach's "Jcsu, Joy of Man's Desiring" for those eight hours.
Guarantee: Your car will be utterly bored
after half and hour the first day, while the
second day you will continue to hear (experience) different nuances of beauty for the enlire eight hours. Should traditional songs of,
as I say, true and proven beauty be sung to
God, or should pop songs be performed to the
congregation?
(True enough, the choirs of traditional
churches are facing the congregations and
therefore seemingly performing for them.
B ut, as most of the I iteraturc of those churches
will tell you, the music is sung to, and for the
glory of, God alone. "Soli Deo Gloria.")
Finally, liturgy. The contemporary-style
church service is as loose as a goose. Jokes
arc told. Robes arc not worn by pastors. The
music, as explained above, provides an easyfeeling mood. Et cetera.
Preference alone? A third No.
One needs only read closely Isaiah 40, in

which God describes Himself, to realize that
to fear God, one cannot come before Him
easy-going. While the "fear of God" may not
imply pure terror, as a slave has for his cruel
master, there is a sure sense in which we are
to actually be fearful of God, in the common
meaning of the word.
Oh, sure, there is nothing wrong with laughing and fellowship—what cause have we to
refrain from these things in the service? Well,
there is nothing wrong with bobsledding cither.
The formality of the traditional liturgy was
instituted forapurposebychurch fathers who
anticipated our shortcomings. One of those
shortcomings was confusing coming "boldly "
into the presence of the Lord with coming "at
ease" into His presence.
Trad ilions become traditions by, so to speak,
working. Perhaps we should take a closer
look at why the church has for 2,(KX) years
done things certain ways, as opposed to other
ways. Like NicUschc who cut himself off
from the all of what he thought were needless
conventions, many churches today sec no
need for a traditional mode of worship—in
music, the way in which thechurch is built, or
in the order of the service itself.
We should remember what wc have for loo
long now forgotten.

Christians should not shirk responsibility
for stewardship of environment, resources
By JIM BOOTH
Assistant Graphics Editor

We have all heard the thousands of
attacks on extreme environmentalism
and the support it receives from our
Vice President Al Gore and other socalled "tree-huggers."
And we have heard how environmentalists are extreme liberals. We
hear those people saving the whales
by cutting up large drag nets and
saving the spotted owls by tying themselves to the trees before the lumber
jacks cut them.
But Christians have a right to be
and should be environmentalists.
There is no reason why Christians
should not be in a sense environmentalists— they should be conservation;
ists.
It too makes me sick to see pollution in the water, slashing of forests
and dead sea animals as the result of
hapless fishermen.
In the book of Genesis it tells us that
we should be good stewards of what
God gives us. He gave us this earth of
which to take care. So we should be

life.
good stewards of it.
If fishermen went with biblical prinChristians should also deer hunt or
fly-fish for trout. The animals were ciples of harvesting, there would be
put here for a reason — for man to nodeclines in fish population—there
hunt and kill at will under the regula- would be an overabundance.
For the Bible says that the land
tions set for the protection of the wildshould be rested every seven years.
life and for man's own purposes.
I call myself a conservationist. I The same should go with the oceans.
support the protection of wetlands The abundance of fish would be
and forests from development and enormous and healthy. And it could
meaningless abuses. I support these save an industry.
I have such admirations for wilthrough the purchase of my hunting
derness and the ocean in America and
and fishing licenses.
I also support groups such as the around the world because of my upAppalachian Trail and other great bringing. My family has always hiked,
organizations dedicated to the protec- sailed and fished. I have also lived in
tion and creation of recreational fa- many interesting places with many
cilities and national refuges regard- opportunities.
Therefore, as a result, I attribute my
ing the wildernesses in America.
On the contrary, I believe that the past for being the source of my love
logging industry is justified by reap- for the outdoors.
Okay, you can call me a "tree-huging the harvest of trees, the most renewable resource only if the trees are ger" or environmentalist, but I belie ve that the B iblc tel Is us to take care
harvested selectively.
I believe that the problems with the of the earth.
Christians should be concerned with
enormous fish populations declining
is notthc regulations on size of fish or the environment, not to extremes, but
special turtle protection devises but conservative in their actions as conthe continuous harvesting of aquatic servationists.

United States should rethink viability of South African sanctions
National
By BARTON SWAIM

Champion Reporter

Regarding South Africa's upcoming election, two things seem relatively clear: The
election will be held on April 27; Nelson
Mandella will probably win it.
(What once was called) the Convention for
a Democratic South Africa, which settled on
the election date in July, at last agreed upon
the idea of a multi-racial Transitional Executive Council. The council now presides over
the electoral process, the budget and the
military, and is charged with writing a new
South African constitution.
So much has happened since Mr.
Mandella's emancipation and the
convention's first session to bring about the
present scenario that what's heretofore written slights the accomplishments of the negotiators:
•The two primary parties, the African National Congress and the National Party, set
out to accomplish dramatically different

goals. The ANC wanted democracy oral least
a fully represented socialist government
(whatever that would mean), while the National Parly sought only to pacify the ANC
back into submission.
• The White Afrikaner Resistance Movement staged an armed attack on the negotiations.
• The Black Inkatha Freedom Party, under
Chief Mangoshuthu Gathsa Buthelezi's leadership, walked out of the negotiations. (The
IFP, of course, walked in solely for the purpose of walking out. Chief Buthelezi, in fact,
broke with the ANC in 1979, to create independent black homelands.)
• The Conservative Party walked out.
• As did any notion of order. Roughly half
of black South Africans are without employment, giving most little to do but wield guns
and shoot people in pursuit of political equality.
Johannesburg now is the undisputed "Most
Violent City In The World." One wonders if
the imposition of sanctions, which rendered

South Africa the new Beruit, was the wisest
choice.
Ah, yes — one wonders rather a lot about
the ethical implications of past U.S. policy on
South Africa. I, for one, am glad that, when
almost every other country in the world had
abandoned slavery, while the United States
preserved it, the world opted not to impose
sanctions on the U.S.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, the
negotiations agreed to form thecouncil, which
will more than likely forge a federal (instead
of, thankfully, a centralized) government,
consisting of nine regions.

This itself is fortunate: The will of enough
South Africans will have been gone against
by whatever unfolds; political power, it therefore seems obvious, should be dispersed as
widely as possible.
A federal constitution, in other words, will
in effect say, "A little for you, a little for you;
now do try to behave will you?"
Buteven with these enormous accomplishments , one doubts that the elections will (can)
pass without violence. If both the black and
white extremists boycotted the negotiations
that produced the April 27, election date,
why would they then cast their ballots on that
same April 27?
The more ballots cast, in other words, the
smaller the chance of violence. If the coalition between Inkathas and Conservatives (the
Freedom Alliance) holds and the franchise is
waved, these folks will not feel obliged to
obey the new, legal government. They will
not have signed, in their (probably reasonable) opinion, the social contract.
What, then, if the entire electoral process

crumbles into anarchy?
One says nothing
new by suggesting the possibility of total
mayhem in South Africa: In addition to the
apparent, the black homelands, principally
Bophuthatswana and Ciskei, hotly oppose
incorporation intoageographically colorblind
South Africa.
Hints of imminent violence grow louder as
rumors float of sabotage in the urban train
derailment. Ah, but then, something would
seem strange if a train wrecked in South
Africa and rumors of sabotage did not float.
South Africa, at any rate, will do on April
27, what the West has forced it to do. If
universal suffrage brings more murder instead of democracy, perhaps Congress should
consider methods other than dispensing destruction when foreign stales do not meet
Western standards of justice. If, on the other
hand, South African democracy is born after
all, then maybe —maybe — it was worth it.
But that is a moral question, and Congress
hasn't been much in the mood for moral
questions lately.

Intramural sports need more participation
By MARK HASKEW
Champion Reporter

One of the most perplexing and persistent
problems on campus is the lack of participation in the intramural sports program.
The benefits of participation in intramurals
are well-known. They provide exercise al a
time when many students start becoming more
inactive but their junk food consumption
doesn't. They create ways to meet people and
helps keep old skills sharpened. With some
luck.thcy could also give winners an extra Tshirt lo wash.
Yet, many intramural sports never make it
to see ihc light of day because there are not
enough teams to form a league. Those leagues
thai do make it witness too many games that
end in forfeit.
An example of this deplorable faci can be
found in the March 29, issue of the Liberty
Champion. In men's three-on-threc basketball, 11 of 22 games were forfeited! In the
March 8 issue, seven of 33 three-on-three
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games were forfeits, while three out of five
women's indoor soccer were forfeited. Also,
there were only four teams in the women's
three-on-three basketball league.
Each forfeit represents a team that had to
put away other things, trek down to the MultiPurpose Building and then sit around long
enough lo find oul it had wasted its lime. This
is compounded for off-campus students who
vainly made the effort.
Youknow they will ihink twice about showing up next time if they believe the game most
likely will be cancelled.
Then, there are those who didn't gel a
chance lo enjoy ihis unpleasant scenario because not enough people showed up to create
a league.
On a campus with several thousand students, this shouldn't be a problem for such
basic sports as basketball or volleyball. If an
overnight volleyball tournament can draw 20
to 40 teams, surely six or eight could be
mustered for intramurals.
So what are ihe solutions to this problem?

um

Well, some smaller schools actually require participation in intramurals. However,
this idea would have a tough time Hying al a
, school the size of Liberty.
More realistic approaches might include
widespread promotion and advertisement by
the intramural office. As far as 1 know,
intramural promotion presently consists of a
brochure al the beginning of the school year
and a small bulletin board in DeMoss. There
seems to be nx)m for improvement here.
Perhaps newer, more off-the-wall sports
could be introduced lo help drum up more
interest. The biggest help of all, though,
would be students keeping their obligations to
play games they said they would play. As
noted earlier, one forfeit will foster another.
The greatest promotion and effort possible on
the part of the intramural office cannot be of
any use if students fail to do what they said
they would do — lo present a learn (or a
referee) at the scheduled lime.
Make intramurals work for everyone. Gel
involved and stay involved.
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Moxlb ffigfag
in the world...

Across the N a t i o n . . .

Dole, Kemp
lead GOP
candidates

U.S. Red
Cross
worker
abducted
Somali gunmen abducted Alfred
Pcttcrs, 36, of Colorado, a U.S.
Red Cross worker, Thursday,
March 31, and killed his Somalian
guard in a shootout near the U.N.
headquarters in southern Mogadishu.
He's the first U.S. Red Cross
worker ever kidnapped while on
duly. Pcttcrs was a water and sanitation engineer assigned to Mogadishu to help stem an outbreak of
cholera.

Singapore
to punish
Ohio teen
An Ohio teen who spray painted
several cars and tossed eggs at them
should receive six strokes of a split
bamboo cane known as a rotan, a
Singapore appeals court has ruled.
In rejecting the appeal of Michael Fay, 18, Chief Justice Yong
Pung How said Fay committed acts
of vandalism "relentlessly and willfully." The State Department hopes
for clemency.

Guatemalans
beat U.S. citizens
June Weinstock, 51, of Fairbanks, Alaska, is in a coma at a
GuatemalaCity hospital after being
beaten senseless by a mob of Guatemalans. The mob was reportedly
convinced that U.S. citizens are
stealing Guatemalan children and
selling their organs for transplants.
Weinstock may have suffered
brain damage in the attack Wednesday, March 30. A second U.S. citizen also was injured by a mob.

U.N. wants North
Korea inspections
All 15 members of the U.N.
Security Council, including China,
issued Thursday, March 31, a
mildly worded statement calling
on North Korea to allow unhampered international inspection of
its nuclear facilities.
North Korea is suspected of diverting nuclear materials foraclandestine weapons program. It prevented the International Atomic
Energy Agency from carrying out
a full inspection in March.

IRA calls for 3-day
cease fire
The Irish Republican Army
called a three-day cease-fire to
nudge Britain into concessions on
an Anglo-Irish peace plan. But
while Irish Premier Albert Reynolds said the 72-hour cease-fire
might be a sign of progress, Britain
demanded a complete renunciation
of violence.
British Prime Minister John Major, visiting Northern Ircland.called
the truce a "cynical" public relations ploy.

Mandela wants
elections ensured
South Africa-African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela
on Wednesday, March 30, called
on the South African government
to do everything to ensure all-race
elections are held April 26-28.
"Decisive steps need to be taken
without delay. The South African
government should exercise its
jurisdiction,"Mandela, who will
almost certainly be elected the
nation's first black president, said.

CNN charged
Study exposes
tanning bed risks for airing tapes
Tanning beds and sunlamps raise
the risk of malignant melanoma, the
deadliest form of skin cancer, according to the Skin Cancer Foundation.
A Swedish study found many tanning salons claim the devices reduce
the risk by giving clients a base tan.
But researchers say patrons actually
had a higher melanoma risk the more
they used the machines.
More than I million people use the
machines per year.

The first presidential primaries are
still 22 months away, but it's never
loo soon to think about elections.
A new USA TODAY:CNN:Gallup
poll of 1,000 Republicans rated Bob
Dole, Jack Kemp, Dan Quayle and
former Defense Secretary Dick Cheney as early front-runners for the
19% presidential nomination.

Brady Law is
working so far
The month-old Brady law is helping authorities capture felons and keep
criminals from buying guns, James
Brady said Wednesday, March 30. "It
is working," Brady said of the law.
John Magaw, director of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, said 376,000 checks were conducted since Feb. 28.
The checks turned up 23,610 people
with criminal records and 50 fugitives, who were arrested.

Reno endorses
crime bill
Attorney General Janet Reno Thursday, March 31, began a five-day crosscountry stump for the pending federal
crime bill.
"Crime is an important part of the
sort of 'new Democrat' message,"
political analyst Charles Cook said.
The House will vote later this month
on the bill.
Reno's travels will include walking
tours of neighborhoods where community policing is being practiced.

Naval Academy
may expel 29

Feds, states clash on abortion
The Clinton administration faced a showdown with several stales that said
they will ignore a federal order to pay for abortions for poor women who arc
rape or incest victims.
The order was set to lake effect Thursday, March .i I. Officials in some
stales can not follow the new rule because their legislatures passed laws that
prohibit paying for abortions unless the woman's life is endangered.

Hasidic district faces questions
The Supreme Court struggled Wednesday, March 30, to define how government can accommodate the needs of religious people without endorsing
their beliefs.
That perennial constitutional problem is before the court in the case of
Kiryas Joel, a tight-knit Satmar Hasidic Jewish community in New York.
All children there attend private Jewish schools except for 220 students with
special needs.

Hillary Rodham Clinton got favored
treatment from her broker during her
profitable 10 months as a commodities investor, say commodity traders
who reviewed records released by the
White House.
The first lady failed to put up the
cash normally required to make large
investments in commodity futures,
according to the traders.
At times, her account was at least
$60,000 below ihe required level.

Indiana fights
alcohol, violence

ABC's high-rated "NYPD Blue" faces its biggest test yet: A media blitz
by the Rev Donald E. Wildmon's American Family Association. It will concentrate on dissuading advertisers from buying into the controversial show
that frequently shows nudity.
According to Advertising Age, most media buyers do not think the
campaign will have a large effect on advertisers.

Mississippi approves school prayers
The Mississippi Senate gave final legislative approval to a bill that will
allow student-initiated prayer in schools, despite legislative lawyers' views
that the measure is illegal. Gov. Kirk Fordice is expected to sign it. The U.S.
Supreme Court banned organized prayer in public schools in 1962.
"You should never be afraid to stand up for what's right," Sen. Travis
Little said.

Upjohn cleared in Halcion case
A Houston federal jury ruled Upjohn Co., makerof the sleeping pill Halcion,
is not liable ina$10millionlawsuitby Milton Williams, 65, of Humble, Texas.
He claimed the drug made him suicidal, homicidal and psychotic, and
Upjohn failed to warn of side effects.
In November 1992, a Dallas jury found Upjohn partly responsible for a
killing by a man on Halcion.
Editor's note: U.S and World
News on this page were provided
by the USA Today Subscription
Service, in addition to American
Cybercasting.

ALASKA SCMMEK KMI'l-OYMRNT • fisheries.
Many cam S2,OOCWino. in cambrics <>rS3,0OO-S6,00O+/
uio. on fishing vessels. Mmiy employers pinvidcn><im&
board and transportation. Nncxperience necessary! For
more information call: I -206-545-»155 exca5344
KOKRKNT Brick duplex near l-Uiarly. One bedroom, I
I..K., Kilctieu, Diningarca.buUi.slirvc, fridge,alleleclric.
Water mkl lewuf furnished Quiet neighborhood. Off
street parking. 5245. Phone 846-4t>6! or 239-4238
nK.lM'KOIIKKTSONlYlKOm.OKSKAI.OVITA
- Itic Good Life Company • a dynamic, cause-oriented,
hotnc.bascd opportunity! l-'ree information packet, 1800-745-8843 24 hours

FOKSAI.K'I'owriliouie. Walktol.lJ.5yreold,furnished,
4 bedrooms, 2 full bath, all appliances including W/D. lixtellcnt income potential. S69.500. Call 384-0469.

Attention Students!

! Check out our great Prices on new and used.
I CD's, tapes, 45's, LP's, Posters, T-shirts, I
Books, Pins, and Patches.

Large Selection!

'c*L
I „ ( ^ # RECORDS
j S l ^ ^UNLIMITED mr

I

OuUaU A More Mall - 3000 Wards Kd

Special
Orders!

L

(804)832-0729
10%

off with this coupon

Lynchburg's

Total

KERR

GIOVANNI'S
PIZZA
Subs, Steak, Hot Italian,
Cold Cuts, Sal.de

2 Medium
Pizza's
w/1 t o p p i n g

5p9n99+tax

Automotive Center

Riverside County, Calif., authorities have offered to release the body
of Gloria Ramirez, a cancer patient
who died of heart failure Feb. 19, as
six emergency room attendants passed
out.
But her family, told not to remove
the body from its sealed casket, rejected the offer. Investigators still
don't know what felled the emergency room staff. One doctor was
hospitalized for three weeks.

TIRE&
AUTOMOTIVE

River Ridge Mall
239-3737
By the movie theater •
l l l l I'

Bring Coupon
Expires April 19

Three ways to beat
the high cost of college.
41. The
Tka» Montgomery
M n n t n o m o r u Gl
CA Bill
Rill

2. Student loan repayment
3. Part-time income
Peakland

Kt. 221 West

384-5868

385-8966

r

Call 237-8583 tor an appointment.
Mellnda Wilson
Certified Image Consultant

graphic by Todd Hlrshmcn

It you are interested in placing a classified ad in the LIBERTY CHAMPION
please stop by Mrs. Mazanec in TE 121
or dial 582-2128.

Mystery fumes
still unexplained

This spring while you discover your
total image solution with a
complimentary make over, color
analysis a n d wardrobe tips.

60.6% of sports fans between the ages of 18 - 24
are more interested in the
NHL now, than they were a
year ago.

CLASSIFIEDS

Indiana officials kicked offa monthlong, statewide campaign Tuesday,
March 29, to teach people about the
links between alcohol and violence.
The program ties alcohol to domestic violence, child abuse and neglect.

Look and feel your best

"Generation X" likes
National Hockey League

Group targets 'NYPD Blue'

Twenty-nine of the 71 midshipmen
implicated in the largest cheating
scandal in U.S. Naval Academy history may be facing expulsion.
A Pentagon panel Thursday, March
31, suggested the expulsion for violation of the school's honor code.
The 42 others accused of cheating
on a 1992 electrical engineering exam
will be permitted to graduate, but they
could be forced to rc-takc the course.

First lady gets
commodity help

A federal prosecutor charged
Wednesday, March 30, that CNN illegally ai red tape recordings of ousted
Panamanian dictator Manuel
Noriega's jailhousc conversations in
1990.
A complaint, filed by U.S. prosecutor Robert Dunlap, said the Atlanta-based cable news channel
"knowingly and willfully" disobeyed
orders by U.S. judges prohibiting
broadcasts of the Noriega tapes.

i

10%

"1
off Mechanical Parts II
I
I
or
I
5% off Tire Purchase II
with this coupon and L.U. ID
I
J

The Army Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay for
college.
First, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with up to
$6,840 for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second, if you have—or obtain—a qualified student loan not in default,
you may get it paid off at the rate of 15% per year or $500, whichever is greater,
up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected military skills can double that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it works:
One summer you take Basic Training, and the next summer you receive skill
training at an Army school. You'll earn over $1,500 for Basic and even more for
skill training. Then you'll attend monthly meetings at an Army Reserve unit
near your college, usually one weekend a month plus two weeks a year. You'll
be paid over $ 105 a weekend to start. It's worth thinking about. Give us a call:

1-800-USA-ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.'

ARMY RESERVE
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Kings Dominion adds new rides
• The Anaconda — a steel looping coaster
with
an underwater tunnel.
Champion Reporter
• The Gri/./.ly — a wooden roller coaster set
Alter LU students have visited all the local
in the old Virginia woods.
parks, bowling centers and movie theaters,
• The Rebel Yell — a twin racing coaster
they arc ready tor a little adventure which a with one train going forward and the other
new theme area in Paramounl's Kings Do- backward.
minion of Richmond, Va. may soon provide.
• Days Of Thunder — a motion simulator
Beginning this spring, students may visit theater that imitates a NASCAR race.
Wayne's World, which is set in the home of
• The Berserker — a swinging starship that
Wayne's World, Wayne's World II and Sat- includes a 360-degrcc loop.
urday Night Live skits of Wayne Campbell
• Shockwave—a stand-up, looping coaster.
and Garth Algar.
• Hurricane Reef — a water park which
Attractions include the wooden roller includes 15 slides, a water play area and a
coaster, the Hurler, which reaches a maxi- river raft ride among other rides.
Since Wayne's World is still under conmum speed of 50 mph and lasts approxistruction, it will open after the park season is
mately two minutes.
The cars on the ride, which will resemble already underway, so students may need to
the movies' "Mirth Mobile," will race over check with the park office at (804) 876-5(X)0
to make sure the new section is in operation
3,157 feet of track.
The coaster joins other Wayne's World before taking the trip to Richmond.
SludenLs should remember to lake extra
attractions such as the "Scream Weaver:"
Stan Mikity's, which is styled after the restau- money for food and souvenirs. Restaurants
rant in the movies; and a set tour. The guided and souvenir shops arc abundant at the theme
tour includes a replica of the Wayne's World park. Restaurants include La Cantina, a fullbasement set, the "W-P-I-G" van and the service Mexican restaurant; the Country
characters' hometown of Aurora. Souvenirs Kitchen, which serves among other dishes,
can be purchased for students to remember grilled and smoked meats; Stan Mikita's; and
the Livingston's Adventure Cafe which intheir adventure.
All the attractions and rides are included in cludes an arcade and live entertainment.
Spotlight Souvenirs, the Rock Shop and the
the ticket price, paid at the entrance to Kings
Dominion. Adult one day admission is $26.95 "W-P-I-G" van provide movie and park
(ages 7 and up), while a two consecutive days memorabilia;
After much studying and too many tests an
ticket is $43.95.
Special group rates for 25 or more, with all day trip to a brand new attraction may
seven days in advance reservation, arc also provide the stress relief that students crave all
week long.
available.
The park is located on Interstate 95 at exit
The car or van parking fee of $4 is not
included in this price, and money-wise stu- 98 and will open weekends only March 26,
through 29, will be closed May 1, but will
dents may want to car pool to save money.
photo courtesy of Paramount Parks, Inc.
Some students who balk at the ticket prices open daily from May 30, to Sept. 5.
OVER
THE
HILL?
—
Kings
Dominion's
Rebel
Yell,
which
features one trainIt will be open again weekends only from
should consider that the one price includes all
moving
forward
while
the
other
goes
backward,
is
the
oldest
roller
coaster in the
Sept. 10, to October 2, and Oct. 15 to Oct. 23,
the other Kings Dominion adventures.
theme park. The theme park currently contains six roller coasters.
and closed Oct. 8 and 9.
Some of the attractions include:
By KIM MATHERLKY

Career Center offers job opportunities
By LISA McMONIGLE
Special to Liberty Champion

With her usual grin and easy-going spirit,
Shelley Seibcrt, director of the Career Center, allows studentafter student to peek inside
the professional world and learn how to
achieve career success.
Located across from the bookstore in DH
164, the Career Center swells with opportunities for Liberty students and alumni.
From summer jobs to international programs to graduate school profiles, a walk
through its doors is like walking into a maze
of choices.
"Sometimes students or alumni come in
and simply ask what we can do lor them
generally. I like it when those people come in
because I get to take them on a tour of what we
have to offer. It keeps me thankful that we
can offer so much, yet humble, because it is
so overwhelming," Seibert commented.
Services provided by the Career Center

"/ tell every student to keep
options open. Even if you are
a nursing student, you, will
never know where the Lord
will take you.*'
— Shelley Seibert
Career Center Director
include: resume design, critique and printout; skills and interest surveys: cxtcrnship
information; and career guidence.
Humming from the challenge of keeping
up with student demands, the office also
maintains a career library with portfolio and
interviewing guides and recruiting videos.
If a student wants to find work in a certain
state, the office keeps a file of national job
openings.

Holding resume and job oriented work- local businesses would increase employment
shops and sending out job listings to students options for those students staying in the Lynand alumni make the workers feel like they chburg area for the summer or after graduarc a friend to the student body.
ation, possibly to attend graduate school.
••.-. But goals for-this office-do not remain on
"I tell every student to keep options open.
memos. Currently, the center is pursuing a Even if you arc a nursing student, you will
job hotline.
never know where the Lord will take you.
According to Seibert, this would enable You just have to try to be as prepared as
students to pick up the phone and dial for the possible fordiffcrcnt situations," Seibert said.
latest job openings relating to their respective
"Flexibility is important, too. You really
majors.
have to be flexible with your skills or you can
Seniors will find this especially helplul end up feeling like a failure because you
when the "real world" starts beckoning close haven't attained that perfect job." she added.
to graduation.
"Amid the racks of information arid pamMrs. Becky Adams, office manager, also phlets, is the single goal of helping students.
looks to the future for the center.
The most rewarding experience working here
"My dream is that we can build a belter is to have a student come into our office and
rapport with all the local businesses, so that walk away with an employment position to
we might be able to present job openings to meet their financial needs," Adams stated.
students while they attend school as well as
"This is especially true if he or she is able
after they graduatc,"shc said.
to work in a capacity that utilizes his or her
Having direct communication with more college training," she added.

Answers Please
"What's the best
way to handle
frustration?"
"I go running to
think and clcarmy
head."

Ric Boucher
Las Vegas,Ncv.

"1 just sleep my
frustrations away."

Melody Antista
Raleigh, N.C.

"A lot of times,
I just wind down
by listening to
music, so I don't
have to think
about it."
Sky Brusco
Columbus, Ohio

" I go for a walk
by myself and
think
things
through."

Theresa Hansrote
Cumberland, Md.

"1 go to the gym
and lift weights so
I don't have to
think about it."

Keith Edwards
Charlottesville, Va.

'Look who's talking': Both genders struggle with introductions
explained.
It's dangerous
speak privately.
"So what seems to be the problem?"
being friends with a
(Something told me that this was going to
"The problem is that I've never been introcolumnist.
be good, and I wanted to be able to hear it.)
You never know
"Basically, I didn't notice him until I saw duced to him, and I don't know anybody well
when something that
him notice me. I think he noticed me. He enough who knows him well enough to get an
you say or do might
might not have noticed me. I might have introduction," she explained.
"1 know people who know him, and I know
end up in black and
imagined it, but I don' t usually imagine things
white as some anallike that. And when I nouced him notice me, people who know about him, but I don't really
ogy for all to see.
that made me notice him, if that makes any know anybody who is really good friends
sense, but I've nevermet him,"she blurted out with him and just hangs out with him," she
Take last week's
clarified.
at the speed of light.
talk with "Mclanie" DAVID
I couldn't help but smile as I stood there,
I
love
when
people
say,"Does
that
make
for example...
HART
"David, I have to • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • • • • i any sense?" That usually means people arc listening to my love-lorn friend spill her guts.
being so brutally honest that they haven't I felt as though it were a lime warp, and we
ask you something."
I knew by the look on her face and the in- even stopped to filter out what they normally were standing ai my high school locker in
between classes.
flection of her voice that her question in- wouldn't say.
"I'm kinda gelling to know people belter
"I've only spoken to him once," she said.
volved some sort of guy problem.
"Wait a minute. I thought you said that you who kinda know him, so maybe once I gel lo
"It's about this guy," she began. "I don't
know them better some situation will occur
never met him," I probed.
know how to talk to him."
"Well that was because I bumped into him where I' II be with them and he just happens to
"Holdeverything. Hold everything," I said
and directed her down the hall so we could once, but I don't really count that time," she show and there will be an introduction some

NELSON CHAPMAN

Christ desires
personal revival
The Philistines were pesky fellows. They inhabited
the coastal plain of southern Palestine for the most part
so dial they could have a nice view of Israeli real estate.
And they sure knew how lo give Israel a hard time...
Shamgar ihe judge had lo contend with them, ihey
suppressed Israel, Samson fought ihem, Samuel and
Saul saw many Philistine attempts to conquer Israel,
and David got his share of these "never say die" people.
Yes, for a long time they were a ihorn in Israel's side.
We all have "Philistines" in our lives. They could be
in the form of lying, cheating, rudeness, laziness,
drunkedness, pornography or certain friends. Whatever
the case, they are continually causing you lo sin.
Spiritually, there is a lack of joy in your relationship

with Jesus Christ and there is adefinite need for revival in
your life.
Well, there is no sure-fire "formula" for revival in the
Bible, but there are sleps one can take to be drawn
closer to the Lord, have a more intimate with I Inn
and experience personal revival.
Those sieps arc found in ihe words of 1 Samuel
7:3: "And Samuel spake unto all the house of Israel,
saying, 'If ye do return unto the Lord wilh all your
hearts, then put away the strange gods and
Ashlarolh from among you, and prepare
your hearts unto the Lord, and serve him
only: and he will deliver you out of the
hand of the Philistines.'"
There arc three steps lo be taken if
one is to draw toward personal revival. It is important to note that these
three sleps all stem from repentance.
The words of Samuel, "If ye do return unio the Lord with all your hearts,"

place down the line," she reasoned.
I was awed. I had no idea the methodical
planning and scrutinizing that went into an
introduction.
"I think he knows who I am. I mean, he
doesn't know my name or anything, but I
know that he knows who I am, cuz he always
looks at me. He looks at me every time that I
see him," she said with raised eyebrows.
I searched her face to determine whether
she was trying to convince me or herself that
these blatant"looks" were actually occurring,
or just a part of her imagination.
"I mean he'll stare at me and then I'll look
away and then stare at me again, and I don't
know if he's justa lookerand a flirt and he just
likes to look at people, or what,"she said.
"And I think he just broke up with his girlfriend a few weeks ago so I don't know if he's
into going out with other girls just yet, or if
he's just into looking," she continued.

Suddenly this wave of conviction washed
over me. Here I was trying not to laugh at
what I thought was a humerous situation, and
she was honesUy expressing her thoughts on
a difficult situation.
"I don't know if he's intimidated, or if he
wouldn't like it if I just went up lo him and
introduced myself or what," she said.
"It's not easy is it. Now you know what a
lot of males go through all the time," I responded.
"I can'i tell you whai todo. Maybe he's not
the kind of guy thai you'd want lo date. Then
again, he may have been wondering the same
things as you," 1 added.
Neither one of us knew the right answer,
but we both understood exactly what she
should do.
Sometimes, it's best not lo ovcranalize
things and simply enjoy the moment for what
it is... one of life's wonderful mysteries.

convey the message of a people that has been away and is the inner-most being; direct it toward God. lfyour heart
now returning lo God. Repentance of sin is a prerequisite is not directed on the Lord, how can there be love for
for revival because one can never have a time of refresh- Him,continual communion with Him and fruit wrought
ing from the Spirit of God if sin is in his life.
by Him? "Prepare your hearts unto the Lord."
Ihe first step toward personal revival is to
The thirdstep toward personal revival is tocommit
remove the gods in your life. A god is anyone or yourself to the Father and Him only. When you
anything thai lakes the number one spot of impor- willfully consecrate yourself lo ihe Father, service is
tance in your life away from God Himself, Is a job the natural fruit no mailer whal occupation you're in.
more important than God to you? A degree? A rela- However, service must be lor God only. There can be
tionship? A sport? A car? Yourself.' Smash those no competing object regarding the purpose of your
gods! Enthrone the living God in your service lor God. li must be for Him and Him alone.
heart. "Put away ihe strange gods and Otherwise, your commitment is not irue. Consecration
Ashlarolh from among you."
is invalid. "Serve Him only."
The second step toward
The wonderful fact about these steps is that the Lord
personal revival is to direct your promises to deliver you out of the hands of the Philisheart toward God. Begin whole- tines. You will be rescued from ihe weaknesses and die
heartedly walking after the Lord, sins that Satan continually tempts you wilh. They will
obeying Him and giving Him rev- not be able lo prevail over you! It is then, when not
erence (Deuteronomy 13:4). Focus bogged down in sin, lhai you are ready for a refreshing
your heart upon Jesus. Your heart is time from the Spirit of God or revival.
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LiftsUjU
WHEN A
LOVED O N E
DIES...
JL • Tell friends to call you often. Explain that after the first couple of months
you'll need their calls.
Z.. Tell your friends to make a specific date with you; none of this "we must
get together for lunch." Remind them that you're bound to have down times,
and their patience would be appreciated.
O. Tell them to please feel free to talk about the person who has died — and
don't avoid that person's name.
TC. It's important for friends to understand that you may appear to be "doing
so well" but on the inside you still hurt. Grief is painful, tricky and exhausting.
!y . Ask your friends to care, but not to pity you.
O. Make it clear that friends can treat you as a person who is still in control
and can think for yourself.
/ . Tell your friends that it's okay to express their caring. Crying together is
better than avoiding the pain.
O . Let your friends know too, that it's alright to say nothing. Sometimes, a
simple squeeze or hug are more important than words.
Z/. Let peopie know that they can invite you to socialize, but that sometimes
you might decline.
10.

Ask your friends to walk with you. You and your friends can "walk off"

feelings. Walks promote conversation and help fight depression.
adapted from THE SURVIVAL HANDBOOK bj Kulh Jean 1 ...i-»in-.hn

Things that Hurt... Things that Heal...
' "I know just how you feel."
"It's time to snap out of this and get
on with your life."
• "Don't you think you've grieved long
enough?"
• "It's never God's will for a Christian
to suffer."
' "If only..."
1
Over-quoting Romans 8:28. (It's not
that we don't believe it... it's just very
difficult for someone who's grieving to
hear it at the wrong time. Make sure you
know the context of the verse. It will help
you use it appropriately.)
• Preventing the individual from
asking questions — being angry at God.
• Avoiding the individual because you
don't know what to say or do.
i Attempting to give counsel or advice.
1
Giving pat answers. (You can't always explain God's ways, so don't try.)
• Seeing yourself as God's "messenger" or "ambassador" rather than His instrument. (You have to approach a
hurting individual with sensitivity and
compassion— not with an "I have it all
together" attitude.)
• Interpreting sadness/depression as
weakness or lack of faith.

• "I can't begin to understand."
• "This verse has been a help to me.
Maybe it will be an encouragement to
you..." (written down on a card or sent
to the individual would be best, so he/
she can read it when they're up to it.)
• "I really care about your heartache."
• Giving freedom for tears.
• Giving freedom for anger and questions — even against and about God.
• Giving freedom to talk about the
loss. (In the case of death, the one who
has experienced the loss often fears that
the deceased loved one won't be remembered, so talking about the loved one is
very important to the healing.)
• Placing no restrictions on the time of
the grief process. (The real work involved with grief actually takes place 4-5
months after the loss and may continue
for 18 months, depending on the type of
loss and the people involved.)
• Accepting the person where he/she
is. (Don't expect others to respond to a
situation the way you might or the way
someone else has, even if the circumT
stances are similar.)
• Praying for the hurting individual.
(Tell him/her that you're praying also.)
drawing by Christine Juhnson
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"When my grandfather
dicd, it was hard for me to
accept that he wasn't going
to be there for me any more.
I just had to trust that things
would get better with time
and understand I needed go
on with my life."

"I think the hardest thing
for me when my mom died
of cancer was accepting
that she was gone. I got so
depressed that I jusl
couldn't sleep, so I began
keeping a journal and writing down all my feelings."

"I think the hardest thing
about my father's death was
the fact that I didn't have
time to grieve. The best way
to deal with it was to get on
my knees and cry out to the
Lord, casting all my burdens upon Him."
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Flames baseball goes 1-1-1 with UNC Asheville
By RICH MACLONK

Charlie Kim all had multiple-hit
games in Saturday's opener.
The Flames baseball learn scored
In the second game win, pinch-hit
four unanswered runs in the sixth singles by LU's Ryan Hutchinson
inning of game two in a doublchcader and Erik Chrislcnscn started the
against UNC Asheville on .Saturday, Flames'comeback while a Hincs dribApril 2, to win, 8-5, after trailing, 5-4, bler to third was thrown away. Kim
in the fifth inning.
hit a single to left, scoring two runs.
Liberty lost the f irstSaturday game,
On Friday, in the first game of the
6-3, as the team scored only in the weekend scries, the Flames grabbed
fourth inning, but they took Friday's the much-needed conference win
contest against the Bulldogs, 6-2.
behind the strong pitching of starter
Liberty's Tim Bickers (1-0) Kevin Morton as LU won, 6-2.
notched his first win, while George
Morton pitched 71 /3 strong innings.
Hcttman recorded his first save by Hcallowcd one run on four hits while
retiring UNCA's last four batters.
strikingoutcight. ThcFlamcs' pitcher
First baseman Mark Reed, second improved his overall record to 2-3.
baseman Jake Hincs and ccntcrficldcr
Hcttman came in to cl&sc things

Champion Reporter

out in the eighth and gave up one run
on one hit. The closer was working in
his second game in a row.
The offensive standouts for Liberty
on Friday were Hutchinson and Kim.
Hutchinson was perfect at the plate,
going 4-4 with three singles and a.
double.
Kim was 2-4 with two doubles and
a stolen base. Terry Weaver also
came through for the Flames, hilling
a three-run homer in the seventh to
put things out of reach.
Onccagain the Flames showed signs
that they arc breaking out of their
"singlcsonly" slide. The team cranked
out 14 hits against Asheville pitching,
including four doubles and a homer.

On Thursday, March 31, the Flames Kim walked,and with twoouls, righthostcdGcorgc Mason University. The ficldcr Jason Baker hit a double to
game ended because of darkness in an score both runners.
The Patriots scored yet another run
11-inning, 7-7 lie because of.
GMU jumped out to an early lead, in the lop of the fourth, giving them a
scoring a single run in the lop of the 7-3 lead and an apparent lock on the
first inning. That run was matched by ball game.
However, Liberty's bats came to
LU in the bottom of the first when
Weaver walked and was brought in to life in the bottom of the eighth inning.
Tully doubled to lead the inning off.
score on a Kim triple.
GMU scored another in the second Tully's two-bagger was followed by
on a Icadoff homcrun off Liberty a John Horton walk.
Weaver then flew out to first base,
starter Rob Egcl. GMU added four
more runs in the top of the third, giving the Flames runners at first and
putting LU behind, 6-1, and chasing second with one away. Kim came to
the plate and hit a double, scoring
Egcl from the game.
Liberty got some back in the bot- Tully and chasing GMU starter John
tom of the third. Jeremy Tully and Fulchcr from the game.

Baker stepped to the plate to be the
first batter to face new Patriot pitcher
Drew Johnson. Baker greeted the
new hurlcr with a double, scoring
Horton and Kim and making it a one
run ballgamc.
Johnson retired the next batter he
faced, bringing up Real with the lying
run on second. Reed delivered with a
single that scored the runner from
second and lied the game at seven.
That would be all the Flames could
muster. Chrislcnscn followed Reed's
single with one of his own. However,
GMU went to the pen to bring in
Brandon Ness who struck out Hutchinson and ended the LU rally.

Softball rocked by George Mason

photo by Alan Ktce

YEERRR OUT — Catcher Jennifer Ward applies the tag during
the UNC Charlotte vs. Liberty game Wednesday, March 30.

By B. JILL ALESSI
and JOSHUA COPLEY
Liberty University's women's soflball team rode back to LU Saturday
night tasting defeat after the Lady
Flames were shelled by George Mason in a Saturday doubleheader, 11 -2
and 22-2.
The team also split a doubleheader
with the University of North Carolina
Charlotte on Wednesday, March 30
at home, winning the first game, 4-3,
and dropping the second, 15-7.
In the second game against George
Mason, Liberty used three pitchers —
Jennifer Peterson .Cynthia Farmer and
Taryn Tanis. All three pitchers got
knocked, around as GMU scored six
runs in the first inning and then exploded for 16 in the third.
GMU starter Beth Zukowski went
the distance as she pitched five innings, giving up five hits, two runs
(one earned) and one walk while striking out four.
Liberty's only two runs came in the
first and third innings. Susan Rhodes
scored both the runs, one as Allison
Hemmila smacked an RBI double.
In the first game of the day, Liberty
held GMU to 11 runs on pitching by
Rhodes. She gave up 15 nils, 11 runs

and two walks with three strikeouts
in five innings.
George Mason spread out the run
production, scoring two in the second inning, one in the third, two in the
fourth and six in the sixth.
GMU's starter Kimberley Tuffy
pitched a full six innings, allowing
six hits, two runs, four bases on balls
and four strikeouts.
Lady Flame Stephanie Donovan
knocked in both runs for LU in the
sixth, scoring teammates Tracy King
and Nicole Thomas.
The team split a doubleheader with
the UNCC Wednesday afternoon.
The Lady Flames beat the Lady FortyNiners, 4-3, in the first game but fell,
15-7, in the second game.
Rhodes pitched all 14 innings of
the two games. She struck out seven
players during the first game and five
during the second.
Rhodes allowed 18 hits in the second game, opposed to only three in
the first competition.
"We had to pilch our first pitcher
again," Head Coach Paul Wctmorc
explained concerning the secondgame defeat.
"Our pitchers are young and inexperienced. Our slafl isn't very deep,"

Weunorc continued.
At the lop of ihe first inning during
ihc second game, Rhodes hit one of
the first baiters in the knee as she tried
to bunt.
Several batters later in the inning,
another Lady Forly-Nincr was hit in
the hand while trying to bunt.
Although LU held UNCC to two
runs in the first inning, the Lady Flames
were unable to score. None of their
hits made it past the infield. Both
teams, however, pul in several runs
during the second inning.
The Lady Forty-Niners whacked
several hits through the holes. They
also grabbed a number of steals for
four "runs during the second inning.
The Lady Flames picked up two runs.
LU continued to score in the third
inning as the Lady Flames hit one
after another, picking up three runs.
UNCC pitcher Bonnie Bell allowed
nine hits for the compclition.
The Lady Forty-Niners led, 7-5, at
the end of the third after LU's Donovan caught two, flies in left field to
hold the Lady Forty-N incrs lo one run
in the third inning.
The Lady Flames saw their last two
runs of the game in Ihc fourth inning,
while UNCC continued to score.

"We got tired. It's hard lo keep up
the intensity for two games and to
have the subs come in after so long,"
Wctmorc explained.
The Lady Forty-Niners took advantage of ihcir opponent's exhaustion. They scored four runs in the
final inning to win, 15-7.
Catcher Jennifer Ward was active
behind the plate with five putouts.
During the first game, Rachel Nelson
took the catching position. She
grabbed the game high of eight putouts. Dayna Christiansen snagged
seven putouts at first base.
Although the Lady Forty-Niners
took a 3-0 lead in the first inn ing of the
first game, the Lady Flames stifled
their offense and did not allow them
to score for the rest of the game.
Liberty scored its first run in the
third inning. The Lady Flames continued slowly, but surely, as they took
one run each of the final three innings.
UNCC could not keep the ball in its
hands to stop its opponents.
. "We cashed in on some of their
mistakes," Wctmorc said.
The Lady Flames hardly allowed a
runner on base during the last two
innings as they knocked the first three
batters out.

Football team prepares for 1994 campaign with drills
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports lidilor

Head Football Coach Sam Rutigliano and his troops arc in the midst of
spring drills as the squad began training on Tuesday, March 28..
Training runs until Friday, April
22,and will be concluding spring drills
with a varsity vs. alumni game on
Saturday, April 23, to be held in the
football stadium at 7 p.m.
"Basically, we practice five days in
no pads, 10 days in pads," Rutigliano
said concerning drills.
"In non-pads, we're trying to do a
lot of teaching. When we're in pads,
we're trying to do a lot of teaching and
a lot of evaluating, because we then
have the ability to have more contact
work," Rutigliano continued.
The football staff has gotten its first
look at many new transfer and freshman players, including J.T. Morris, a
transfer running back from Penn State.
Morris, a junior who transferred to
Liberty last fall, played high school
football for Heritage High School in
Lynchburg.
"It'sobvious he is a special talent. 1
think he has an opportunity lo give us
a dimension we've never had before.
At Heritage High School, he was a
• man among boys. We are really excited about whal he can do for us,"
Rutigliano explained.

The coach also had his first LU
spring training look al quarterback
Antwan Chiles. The University of
Florida transfer completed 123 of
226 passes for 1,487 yards and nine
touchdowns while also starling ihc
four final games of the 1933 season.
"Antwan Chiles jusl needed the
opportunity to play last year. At ihc
end of the year, he won some key
games for us and gave us the opportunity to have a winning season.
"He's got a lot of talent. We're
looking forward to him having abetter
understanding of our offense and
maybe getting to the next level.
"He's got all the tools, and he's
progressing extremely well. He has a
chance to really be an outstanding
quarterback," Rutigliano said.
Many athletes on the team are
expected to be major contributors,
according to Rutigliano. Jerry Scranton, an offensive lineman, "looks like
he's going to be a nice player for us,"
the coach said.
Junior David Long, a transfer from
the University of Central Florida, is
touled as "a key lo our defense" by
the coach. The production of defensive linemen Eric Aulcnreith and
Manson Clark will also be a factor for
the Flames.
The head coach cited receivers Kris
Boslough, Isaac Cook and Lance

Bob Sturm

Duncan as contributors as well.
Rutigliano, while believing thai
"spring practice is lo pul a learn back
together again," sees his job easier
this year than previous years because
of Ihc number of returning players.
The Flames 1994 squad will sec
most of its 1993 receivers return as
well as all of iis offensive line, a total
of "80 to 90 percent" of last year's
team, according to Rutigliano.
Three goals of the Flames in the
spring and continuing into the season
will be to strengthen their defensive
line, solidify the quarterback position
and bolster their secondary, a branch
of the team weakened by injuries in
1993, the head coach stated.
Rutigliano sees the squad's 1994
objectives the same as every season.
"Our objective is to win enough
games to gel into the playoffs. If we
get into the playoffs and we're one of
six teams, we have a chance to win
three games and win it all.
"We have lo win eight games (in the
regular season) and we have lo play
good teams," the coach said.
Rutigliano has noticed some strong
and weak points in the corps during
spring drills.
"I ihink the strongest part of our
learn is our offensive line, and it could
be our running backs," he said.
"I think the weakest pan of our ball

club is the thinness of our secondary.
We've gol some great freshmen
coming in, and how they arc going to
make that a more quality, depth position is our biggest concern right now,"
he continued. •
Rutigliano noted a motivational
object on the Flames' practice field

skilled players in the free world, but if you
aren't blocking and tackling, forget it.
ANY LOGIC, JERRY? — I'm sure Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones was able to
get his power fix for the week by banging
heads and ultimately beating former coach
Jimmy Johnson out of a job, but let's be
honest: Was any thought put into that
the gridiron in '94.
I think a lot of this could lie once again on whole decision?
*>»
Why in die world would a man sacrithe schedule. Liberty is faced with another
seemingly impossible road itinerary,and after fice most likely the most powerful foollast season, I'm a little cautious before fore- ball dynasty since Lombardi's Packersjust
lo satisfy his oversized ego? 1 saw
casting a playoff spot.
Toledo, Boise Stale and Southwest Mis- litis leant, with all the youth
souri Stale arc a few of ihe places ihc Flames from top to bottom on that
will be visiting this fall, whileCentral Florida rosier, being able to win as
many championships as they
will be the big name coming in.
Another important key will be the |>erson- may have wanted in the next
ncl at the line of scrimmage. Alter seeing the eighl to 10 years. Now,
games last fall, there seemed to be an obvious without Johnson, any unity
difference between the superpowers al Young- that may have existed beslown Slate or Troy Slate and our Liberty tween team and ownership
team — interior lines. A team can have all the is a thing of the past. Nice

Penn State transfer brings
anticipation to LU football

Hey sports junkies! It's been a while since
you have been subjected to a grab-bag of
sports knowledge, so let's gel right lo it.
REASON FOR EXCITEMENT — The
word around the ftxuball stadium is that new
running back and former Penn Suite player
J.T. Morris. I Ic will be perhaps the most uilcnied man to pul on ihe pads in Lynchburg in
quite some lime Qwssibly ever).
Il seems, from floating rumors, that with
Morris and quarterback Antwan Chiles with
a full spring under their belts, and any production from the offensive line (new offensive line coach Joe Delamiclleure should
help that department immensely), perhaps
we could be in store for a banner season on

photo by Kobln Burcham

ALL TANGLED UP — Flames Tony Covington (left) and Tony Dews (right) go through rigorous
training in spring drills on Thursday, March 30, in the Liberty University football stadium.
—a wheelbarrow.
"We have a wheelbarrow on our
practice field... because good football
players are not like wheelbarrows. In
order lo gel a wheelbarrow to function, il has to be pushed. We are
hoping that our guys do not have lo be
pushed, but that they will take il on

themselves to do the things ihey need
to do and be as good as they possibly
can be," Rutigliano explained.
"I think we have an excel lent chance
to have a good year," he speculated.
"I'm very optimistic. Of course, 1
always am. I think when I lose thai,
I'll go back lo Cleveland."

Ihe seats, it had to be this one. Oh sure, if your
idea of basketball success is seeing Arscnio
Hall and Jack Nicholson back in the crowd at
your games, hey, they did il. Bui if winning
ball games was a consideration, they may
have opted logo in a different direction. Not
only does he have no coaching experience,
but Magic has also indicated he really has
little desire lo coach next year and is doing
this as a favor for owner Jerry Buss.
By the way, news from the other league
Hulk Hogan is coming out of retirement to
further details,
lake on "Nature Boy" Ric Flair.
MANUFACTURING
RANDOM THOUGHTS — Somehow,
SHOWTIME — Reason wc need to figure out a way to get the besl four
number 211 why the NBA teams into ihc Final lour one of these years
is quickly becoming ihe ...Baltimore seems lo have enough lo win ihe
WWF: Lakers hire retired Easl this year, and Chris Sabo may go down
superstar Magic Johnson as ihe best bargain since the Happy
lo become head coach of Meal...Whal ever happened to players using
his former team. If 1 have all their eligibility before going pro? ... Redever seen a move made skin faithfuls should be jubilant over thai fisolely lo pul rear ends in asco in Dallas.

job, Jerry.
By the way, hiring Barry Switzer may present some interesting changes for the former
Oklahoma coach. It seems that the NFL
already allows players to be paid. So he will
have lo find a new way to motivate his
,)layers, rather than resort to his old
habits back in Norman.
One morelhoughton.Swiiy.cr: Didn't
he and Troy Aikman run into each
other once before? Consult your 1986
Oklahoma University media guide for
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LU tracksters gain ground
inches, whilequalifiying forthc IC4A
championships. Teammate McKnight
placed fourth wilh a jump of 23 feet,
three inches.
By MICAH (.AUDIO
Senior Bob Williams placed secbefore the season is complete.
Champion Reporter
ond
in the shot with a hcavcof 51 feet,
The pole vault was swept by the
nine
inches.
School records were broken and a Flames as junior Ryan Werner jumped
The
mile relay placed first in a time
lew more qualified lor K'4A's as the 16 feel,one inch lor first place. Senior
of
3:16.16
minutes. The first leg was
Liberty track team placed second in Todd Pettyjohn placed second wilh a
Swinton
who
ran a 48.5 second split;
the Colonial Relays last weekend.
jump of 15 feci, live inches, and soPettyjohn
am
a
49.3 second split, while
Pennsylvania Suite had 99 points, phomore Mike Prcttyman grabbed
Reed
ran
his
in
48.3-seconds. Then
Liberty 86, University of Virginia42, third with a jump of 15 feet, one inch.
freshman
Dennis
Johnson brought ii
Virginia Military Instilute42and UniIn the discus, Junior Mike Lucas
home
in
49.7
seconds.
versity of Maryland 16.
threw 139 feet, 11 inches for fourth
The women's meet was won by
Again, it was sophomore Jacob place overall.
UVAwith°7poinLs.
NcxtwasGcorge
Swinton taking top honors as he won
Thc400mcler hurdles were won by
Mason
with
66.5
points,
Liberty with
the 100 meters in a lime of 10.49 Reed in a time of 52.22 seconds;
16.5
points
and
University
of Maryseconds, breaking the old school rec- Pettyjohn placed second in 53.89
land
wilh
16
points.
ord held by 1992 graduate Gerald seconds. Senior Aaron Werner placed
Senior Fadhila Samuel was second
Mosley, now Swinton scoach. Swin- fifth in a lime of 54.66 seconds.
in
the 200 meters wilh a time of 24.88
ton also performed well in the 200
Reed also won the 400 meters in a
seconds.
She also did well in the 4(H)
meters and placed second with a time lime of 47.86 seconds and oul-shineil
meters
wilh
a time of 56.8 seconds.
of 21.18 seconds. Senior James all competitors for first place.
Sophomore
Audrey Ebanks ran the
McKnight ran 21.78 seconds and
Sophomore Mike Connell placed
400
meter
hurdles
in a lime of 66.3
placed third, qualifying for IC4A's. second in the high jump wilh six feet,
seconds
and
placed
third overall.
Swinton also played a instrumental eight inches, four inches under his
Sophomore
Shauna
Hutchinson tied
part in the 4 N 100 meter team that also personal best.
lor
fourth
in
the
high
jump with a
In the 110 meter high hurdles. Petbroke the school record in a lime of
height
of
five
feet,
one
inch.
41.22 seconds. The team was com- tyjohn placed diird in 15.19 seconds,
The 4 x 400 meter relay placed third
posed of junior Mike Reed, Swinton. and freshman Toby Filer place fourth
and
ihe 4 x 100 meter relay was
freshman Randy. Bishop and in a time of 15.26 seconds.
clocked
ai 48.35 seconds as they
Freshman Kevin Coolcy earned his
McKnight.
placed
third
and also qualified for
Mosley is proud of his sprint team respect in the long jump as he placed
East
Coast
championships.
but feels they can improve even more second with a jump of 23 feet, 10

Track team sees runners qualify for
IC4A's at Colonial Relays

LU March Madness begins
By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter

The intramural action on campus heated up to record
levels as the men's 3-on-3 basketball league started its
own version of March Madness.
The league began its hunt for a champion, and with the
championship title comes bragging rights in the cafeteria,
the dorms, DeMoss Hall and any other place where people
will listen.
On the diamonds, most of the action slated for softball
was postponed due to the weather. The lew games that
did get played were all exciting affairs thai typify intramural sports on the Liberty campus.
Men's Softball:
March 30 Sir Demolitions 10, The Full of Youths 5
March 30 New Confederacy 11, Dorm I 5
March 30 Oikos II 22, Big Chiles 11
March 31 Undertakers (forfeit), Bush Pilots
March 31 Oikos 114, Dorm 2 Rednecks 4

Men's 3-on-3 Basket hall:
March 29 Nothin' But Net 42, Special Saute 1£
March 29 Sixers 28, Stallions 2
March 29 Bulldogs 26, Hob Nobs 24
March 29 EZ Bucket 20, The 5 Apaches 17
March 29 Felix 24, Nicholas 23
March 29 Convenience Factor 32, Wildcats 20
March 29 Cool Runnings 26, Toast 24
March 29 Can-Am Connection 29, No Names 18
March 30 Stallions 29, Special Sauce 24
March 30 Cool Runnings 32, Stallions 30
March 30 The 5 Apaches (forfeit), Hob Nobs
March 31 Nicholas 30, Wildcats 18
March 31 Toast 34, No Names 17
March 31 The 5 Apaches 22, Felix 8
March 31 Nothin' But Net 28, Sixers 22
March 31 Bulldogs 30, EZ Bucket 20
March 31 Convenience Factor 36, Felix 18
March 31 Can-Am Connection 24, Cool Runnings 22
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Baseball

COCA-COLA

The team will be on the road lo play ihe University of Richmond on Wednesday, April 6, al 3 p.m.
The squad will then come home lo play UNC Greensboro on Friday. April 8, at 3 p.m., and on Saturday, April 9,
starting at 1 p.m. for a doublchcader.
Track
The learns will compete in the Dogwood Relays Mulli in Knoxvillc, Tenn., on Wednesday, April 6, starting at 12
noon and Thursday, April 7.
Both squads will then travel to Durham, N.C., for the Duke Invitational on Friday, April 8, starling al 5 p.m., and
Saturday, April 9.

2LTR.

Men's Tennis
The team will play Mary Washington in Lynchburg on Tuesday, April 5, at 3 p.m.
Then, they will travel to Salem, Va., to compete against Roanoke College on Thursday, April 7, al 3 p.m.

Softball
The team will be on the road as they play UNC Greensboro on Tuesday, April 5, at 2 p.m., and Longwood on
Thursday, April 7, at 3 p.m.
On Saturday, April 9, the Lady Flames will play Queen's College at home at 1 p.m.
Then, they will travel to Maryland Eastern Shore/Bowie Stale on Monday, April 11 to play at 1 p.m.
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SELECTED VARIETIES

EXTRA RAISIN

I

12 INCH

_

IN THE DELI- BAKERY

1
00
6
99
1

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE 1 8 8 RED B A R O N „ ,
RAISIN BRAN «!Sox
PIZZA"24™ 2 /
PRESIDENT'S CHOICE FROZEN

-

GOURMET MACARONI C 0 0GLAZED
& CHEESE 10 OZ. 4/|
DONUTS D8EN

3

Prices Effective Through April 12, 1994
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, April 6 Through Tuesday, April 12, 1994 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

